
How to read Pay Stubs 

In-service Hours, Ed Time, Compassionate Leave, Mandatory Ed Time, Jury duty 

etc. are all paid at day rate even if you take them in the middle of the night.  They 

will not be paid at an overtime rate even if you work them at the end of a shift or 

they push you over 40 hours per/week or 80 per payperiod.  Overtime is only paid 

on actual hours worked.  Shift differentials are only paid on hours worked and 

PTO. 

Regular Pay 

Staff Nurse IV Step 8 Days ($ amount is from an old contract) 

Base Pay   $70.51 –Staff Nurse IV-12 hr. Day Shift (this amount will be used for all examples and 

calculations) 

Shift differentials are listed: 

Differential-Shift Two 

$70.51 x 9% =$ 6.35/per hour 

Differential-Shift 3 

  $70.51 x 25% = $17.63/per hour 

They then multiple this times the amount of hours worked at the appropriate shift differential and add 

this to your pay.  

Pay stub looks like this 

Description  Rate                Hours/Units   Earnings 

Regular   $70.51p/h         24 hours (2-12 shifts)         $1692.24   

Diff Shift 2 (9%)    $6.35p/h  8 hours (of 24hr/paid  at shift 2)      $50.80  

    

Time Off-PTO  $70.51p/h  12 hours     $846.12 

Diff TO Sh2(PTO)  $6.35p/h  4 hours  (of 12 paid/ shift 2)  $25.36  
   
 
 
 



 

OVERTIME 

Again all these hours are paid at base pay. 

 Overtime-OT Base:     $ 70.51p/h x overtime hours worked 

Overtime-OT Premium:    $35.26p/h would be half time or one half of $70.51p/h 

Differential Shift 2 OT:  $ 70.51p/h x 13.5%= $9.52 p/h(This is the 9% pm shift + half of that 

differential for the overtime or 4.5%, which gives you the 13.5%) which equals $9.52p/h x the 

hours worked at overtime. 

Differential Shift 3 OT:  $ 70.51p/h x 37.5%( 25% +12.5%)=$26.44p/h (This is the 25% night shift 

diff  + half of that differential for the overtime or 12.5%, which gives you the 37.5%) which 

equals $26.44p/h x hours worked at overtime. 

Pay Stub looks like this 

Description   Rate   Hours/Units   Earnings 

Overtime-OT Base  $70.51p/h  4.00    $282.04 

Overtime-OT Premium  $36.50p/h  4.00    $146.00 

Diff Sh2 OT   $9.52p/h  2.00 (of the 4)   $19.04 

Diff Sh3 OT   $26.44p/h  2.00(of the 4)   $52.88  

Double Time  

Double Time Base $70.51p/h 

Double Time Prem Sonoma $ 70.51p/h  

 The above two together give you the double time pay 

Differential Shift 2 DT $70.51p/h x 18% (9% doubled) =$12.70 p/h x hours worked at double time 

Differential Shift 3 DT $70.51p/h x 50% (25% doubled) =$35.26p/h x hours worked at double time 

Pay Stub looks like this 

Description   Rate   Hours/Units   Earnings 

Double Time Base  $70.51p/h   12   $846.12 



Double Time Prem Sonoma $70.51p/h   12   $846.12 

Diff Sh2 DT   $12.70p/h   4(of the 12)  $50.80 

Diff Sh3 DT   $35.26p/h   4 of the 12)  $141.04 

        

 

Extra Shifts 

Paid at Base Rate $70.51p/h 

Extra Shift Comp is time an 1/3 (1 1/3) 70.51p/h x 33.3%=$23.47p/h  

Extra Shift Comp (shift 2) $70.51p/h x 9% =$6.35p/h  

Extra Shift Comp (shift 3) $70.51p/h x 25% = $17.63, p/h 

Lead Pay 

Paid at Base Rate   $70.51p/h x 6%     = $4.23p/h (days) 

Paid at Base Rate  $70.51p/h X 9% (shift diff 2), $70.51p/h + $6.35p/h=$76.86p/h x 6%(lead)= $4.62p/h 

Paid at Base Rate  $70.51p/h X 25% (shift diff 3), $70.51p/h + $17.63p/h=$88.14  $88.14 x 6%=$5.29p/h 

 

Pay stub looks like this 

Description    Rate   Hours/Units   Earning 

Diff Lead Pay   $4.23    2    $8.46 

Diff Lead Pay   $4.62    3    $13.86 

Diff Lead Pay   $5.29    3    $15.87 

 

Again they do not appear to tell you what shift you are getting your Lead differential for, so you will 

need to figure that out yourself.  As you can see above shift differentials are done before the lead 

differential is added. 

 

 



No Rest and No Meal Periods 

No Rest and No Meal Periods are paid at one hour of pay day rate.  But, the government requires it be 

adjusted based on the amount of hours that are worked so that amount can vary every pay-period. 

On Call and Call Back 

On Call and Call Back is very confusing, if Nurses would like for SNA to study their particular pay with 

respect to On Call and Call Back, please let us know.  

This is an attempt to explain some of the pay categories.  If you have questions feel free to call or email 

SNA 

 

Thanks Kery Poteracke SNA Secretary 

 

 

 

 


